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In our weekly technical analysis update, we promised you to develop the Ribbon Theory. This concept is based on

two averages - basically a fast and a slow one. You can use 20 and 40, or other numbers; the above chart uses

the 13/21 moving averages, both Fibonacci numbers that we like to use in our analysis, whether on daily or weekly

database. That been said and explained from a mathematical point of view, what do we mean by Ribbon Theory in

technical analysis?

The two blue rectangles above are highlighting phases when the fast moving average is below the slow one - in

other words - when there is a bearish cross of the 13 moving average below its 21 and stays below that one. Inside

this setup, price trends on the downside. This has been the case for almost the first 9 months in 2010 .

If we apply and compare what is happening now, the fast average is below the slow one. Therefore, it is right to

assume - from a statistical point of view only - that current phase is bearish and will stay bearish as long as the

moving averages remains bearish. Of course, as you may have spotted back in 2010, moving averages are lagging a

lot compare to price. This means that when a bullish cross takes place, price has gone ballistic already. On the other

hand, like it was the case in October 2011, when price was above the average while the ribbon was negative

(red arrow on our chart), it gave the market participants a good opportunity to go short. On the EURUSD daily chart -

check the picture posted on the blog - we have currently a bullish phase, where the 13/21 ribbon is bullish. Well,

unless this ribbon turns negative, it is safe to not go against the daily trend and patiently wait for this trigger. Then

only we can start to think again about our head and shoulders bearish scenario ...
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